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FROM WASHINGTON

POLITICAL cRND OTHER WISE

The Little Store

"YOU CAN'T BEAT THE COLES"

graded and higher schools and with
(By liiison Gardner.)
Washington. D. C, Nov. 20. A amateurs. The latter are supplied with
I ranch of the Drama League of Amer-- i information with regard to good plays
WE ARE TAKING ORDERS FOR
ica has been started in Washington, suitable for amateur production.
From Nebraska conies the informa-couragThe purpose of this league is to en- laws of the better sort. The tion that while Whson carried that
l;iiriie does not censor. Its purpose is slate by 30,000. George V. Norris ,as
to issue bulletins to its members so elected by 20,00(1. This is an excelthat they may encourage good per- lent example of the working of the
attending Oregon plan in chousing senators.
formances by promptly
for Thanksgiving
Good to
I'nder the old plan, Norris, a good
them.
Dinner.
Mrs. A. Starr Host delivered an ad- man, would have been defeated as a
dress here at the first meeting of the result of a partisan vote. Under the
Washington organization. Mrs. Best Oregon plan all that Norr.a had to do
was one of the originators of the! was to make a direct appeal to the
'movement in Kvanston, 111. The or-- ! people of his state for a majority vote
ganization is about three years old favoring his candidacy regardless of
'and is already quite an influence in party. This he secured and in his elec-- '
the dramatic world in the west. It tion the senate will secure one of the
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
takes credit for having saved several ablest, most consistent and most
WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS
'meritorious plays which were not re-- courageous of
progressive public
ceiving the support from the public ill men.
Unable to overcome his fatal habit
the beginning to which they were en-- l
titled and which it was necessary for of procrastination, President Taft is
them to have if they were to remain still neglecting to appoint successors
to Dr. Harvey W. Wiley of the bureau
on the stage.
committee of the of chemistry, Commissioner Valentine
The
league notifies members by bulletins oT tho Indian service, Judge De Lacy
when they discover a meritorious play of the district juvenile court, and a
and the members respond by attend- - dozen or so others whose terms of
iiig, and if they approve, by recom- office have expired or who have
the play to friends. The ef-- j signed. The assistant commissioner
feet is declared by managers to be al-- j is presiding over the Indian office, the
ways very marked. Beginning in the pure food department is being well
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
'Chicago field, where the league has administered by Dr. Doolittle, one ot
who happened
All kinds of flowers, f arden & field seeds in bulk and packages about 2,400 members, there are now Wiley's subordinates
ALFALFA SEED.
conspir-- !
'branches in Minneapolis, St. Paul,: not, to be in the
court is being
but
the
Milwaukee,
Kansas
juvenile
Duluth,
City,
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
badly administered under the
iperior, Boston and Washington.
r
regime of De Lacy.
lar work is done in New York City by
the McDowell club, but it is planned
Historians of the modern school
later to attempt the redemption even are finding more and more that wars
of that benighted dramatic center.
are to be traced to economic causes.
Not all branches of the league Is-- : Servia is a good example.
Servia
sue bulletins. Only in cities like Chi-- , has been the victim of commercial
cago, Boston and Washington, where i exploitation by Austria. The latter
plays run a week at least can the country was in a position geographi-leagu- e
have time to notify Us mem- - cany an(j otherwise to place a boy- bers and secure attendance. 1 he cott on Servian products mostly cat- cities which have one, two or three tie and agricultural
products and
night stands accept the judgment of was in the habit of doing so to the
the committees in the producing cen- - great distress of the Servian people,
ters.
The SerbB are fighting for a commer- Quite a number of new plays are cial outlet and port on the Adriatic,
put on in Washington, and it is con-- Austria is intriguing with the powers
sidered important that this ,ity have ' to keep the Serbs in industrial sub- a competent committee wiiie.i shall jection.
Fancy Egg
Domestic Lump
Fancy Lump
notify other cities when wonts of! it is now announced at the AYhit?
merit are produced.
House that the trouble from which
In addition to the direct encourag- - President Taft is suffering is gout,
ment of plays the league coniuets an For some time it was understood that
educational work, having roinm.ttees he had sprained his ankle on the golf
Phone One Double O J.
which
with teachers in links.

The Original

j

Thanksgiving Turkeys,

and

Only Absolutely

secretion you rriust remove the
cause; this symptom is only
one of nature's warnings of. a
n
system.
Build your strength and vital
forces with SCOTT S EMULSION;
it supplies the needed lime and
concentrated fats; the glycerine
soothes and heals the delicate
organs; the emulsion nourishes
the tissues and nerve centers
and makes red, active blood.

e

A

1TERG OGERY CO.

Scot'

Emulsion

four

Selection
MjKe
while our stock is comWe
plete in a sizes.
will take pleasure in
Demonstrating

overcomes

Scott ft

N. J.

Bloomfield,

to

you

the advantages to be had
in Purchasing a Coles,

catarrh iy compelling health and
vigor.

j

9

Money andFuel Saver

Holds Fire for 36 Hours
Without Attention. Now
is the time to call and

run-dow-

Eat

Heater on the Market.

Air-Tig-

THE LOGICAL,, STOVE FOR THE HOME.

cannot be corrected by local
treatment: to arrest the flow of

Chickens and Other Fowls

Everything

OCTOBER

WEDNESDAY,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
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12- -

1

j

j

AND

WHOLESALE

RETAIL

play-goin-

g

j

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

anti-Wile-

Siml-jver-

y

hold-ove-

-

4rckLEO HERSCH

45

j

Wood

oal

'

i

SAWED WOOD

DAWSON COAL

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

WHOLESALE

Wood

AND RETAIL
FACTORY WOOD
SWASTIKA LUMP
WOOD
SAWED
CERRILLOS LUMP
WOOD
CORD
COAL
STEAM
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.

THAT

TONIGHT A T THE ELKS
ONE OF THE SEASON TREATS

REAGAN

FOR HARD COAL

ROAD.

On Thursday the report on which,
.1
W. Reagan has meen working for
the past time months, 'was read to

finre fitted In recessed grooves, perfect fit.
For those who enjoy the Glowing buy

the "Kadiant".

WOOD DAVIS
--

ccmpiled. Much credit is due Mr.
gan that this voluminous report has
cost the congress less than $3,000,
being but about half of the money
pledged for the securing of this

It was voted unanimously that the
given for general
publication for several months, in order to give Mr. Reagan the proper
time to lay the report before the Los
Angeles chamber, and the other parties necessary to assure the building
of the road. A copy of this report
has been promised to each town that
contributed and same will be distributed in the proper time.
Mr. Reagan left Friday for Los
Angeles, and after laying the report
before the Los Angeles chamber of
commerce, at whose request the re- port was compiled, will take that
best for securing the
action
road. Sr.n Juan Democrat.

report mutt not be

Phone

IN

ads

WOODY'S STAGE LINE
From
BARRANCA TO TAOS
South
Meets Both North
Bounds Trains.

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
Telephone II.
Two Doorg Below F. Andrew

Stare.
cents.
Regular Meals
Rooms for Bent 25c and 50c.
Short Orders at All Hours.
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.1)0
frencn Noodle Order 10c. a disn,
Kew York Chop Susy 50c
25

Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos it 7 p, m,
Ten miles shorter than any other
hacks and good
way. Good cover
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commercial men to take In
the surrounding towns. Wire B'.nbudo
Station.

run iivivbu
SHIP YOUR

W

your stove is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted
for
hurried breakfast, your vacuthe
ready.
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms.
Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and nsght' Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

Rooms With Bath,

j
No indigestion, Gas or

Sour-nes- s

After Taking "Pape's

zona, Mexico and to the
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.

If what you just ate is souring on
your stomach or lies like a lump of
lead, refusing to digest, or you belch
gas and eructate sour, undigested
food, or have a feeling of dizziness,
heartburn, fullness, nausea, bad taste
in mouth and stomach, headache this
is indigestion.
A full case of Tape's Diapepsin
y
costs only fifty cents and will
OLIVE SKINNER AS "MADGE" IN
cure your
stomach,
OLD KENTUCKY.
and leave sufficient about the house
in case some one else In the family
may suffer from stomach trouble or ideal drama of life as it is when lived
indigestion.
near to nature's heart high up amid
Information Address
Ask your pharmacist to show you the hills of Kentucky. A clever band
"
the formula plainly printed on these of comical little darkeys cont'.'ihule
ft P. AGENT,
t
EL PASO, TEXAS.
cases, then you will under largely to the hilarity of tha piece,
stand why dyspeptic trouble of all with their singing, dancing and band
kinds must go, and why they usually music. Miss Olive Skinner will play
relieve sour,
stomachs the leading role, and Mr. Joseph Slay-tpor indigestion in five minutes. DiaMr. Paul Bell, Mr. Andrett- - RogHAVE YOU THE PROPER
pepsin is harmless and tastes like ers, Mr. Walter Fredericks, Mr. Geo
candy, though each dose contains M. De Vere, Miss Alice Endres-an- d
Step Ladders,
power sufficient to digest and pre-- i Miss Gertrude Graham will be seen in
pare for assimilation into the blood prominent roles. A magnificent scenic
Ironing Tables,
jail the food you eat; besides, it makes equipment is carried as a necessary
Kitchen Cabinets,
you go to the table with a healthy ap-- I adjunct to the proper presentation of
petite; but, what will please you a play like "In Old Kentucky."
Counters, Shelving most, is that you will feel that your
stomach and intestines are clean and
CHICAGO PUPILS UNHEALTHY,
If not, see me, and see how little
fresh, and you will not need to resort
it will cost to have things right. to laxatives or liven pills for bilious-- , Chicago, Nov. 20. s Nearly half the
children in tnicago pumic scnoois
Repairing of all kinds neatly and ness or constipation.
in the last three years have been found
This city will .have many Diapep-- ' ailing, and considerably more than
promptly attended to.
sin cranks, as some people will call
Filing of Saws Our Specialty.
suffering from serious denthem, but you' will be cranky about tal trouble.
this splendid stomach preparation,
If" all dental defects are counted
too, if you ever try a little for indi- it is probable that the number
of
SANTA FE, N. M
Telephone 157 W.
gestion or gastritis or any other stom physically perfect school children
ach misery.
would shrink to less than one per
Get some now, this minute, and for- cent. This is stated in the three year
want Ad. In the New Mexican
gees more people in one day than you ever rid yourself of stomach trouble summary issued yesterday by the
I and
can see in a month. Try one.
school medical inspectors.
indigestion.

or

.Department

Land Office at
November 5, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Henry
L Cooper, of Stanley, New Mexico,
who, on December 9, 1907, made homestead entry No. 0511 2502, for SE
Section 35, Township 12 N., Range S
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
r
of intention to make
Proof,
to establish claim to he land above
described, before Harry C. Kinsell, IT.
at Stanley,
S. Commissioner,
on the Cth day of December,
4

1

five-yea-

1912.

Claimant names as witnesses:
O. C. Heyer, Julia Downs, Albert
Brown, B. F. Cooper, all of Heyer,
New Mexico.
MANUEL

R. OTERO,

Register.

to Your Individual Taste
ON

OUR

NEW

ELECTRIC MILL!

PUBLICATION,
V. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico, Oct. 15, 1912.
Notice is liereDy given that Frutosc
Gallegos, of Cerrillos, New Mexico,
who, on May 20, 1908, made Homefor NK.
stead Enry No.

HEINZ SAL'ER KRAUT,

&

IN BULK,

MINCE MEAT JUST

IN

CANDIES

one-thir- d

J.F. RHOADS
::

THE MODERN GRQCERYGO.

tte interior,

0G557-1434-

Fresh Shipment of
CHOW-CHO-

FOR

NOTICE

Department of

Our Coffees are the Best.
Our Methods of Handling
Them the Best. Our Priees
'
the Best.
i&
3
3t
A

r,

or the Interior, U. S.
Santa Fe, New Mexico,

$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath,.

And Have It Ground
5

thor-ougl-

West

FOR PUBLICATION.

COFFEE
IN THE BERRY

fifty-cen-

NOTICE

....

THE ALBANY HOTEL

Diapepsin."

East

For Rates and Full

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

MISERY

FREIGHT

To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and
all points in New Mexico, Ari
Pacific Coast, via; NEW MEXICO

Best
Route

IS QUITE SO CONVEN
IENT as to touch the button and

BUY YOUR

FROM SANTA FE

The

THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would

N

1

STOMACH

Asrw

14.

1

tor-goe-

OPEN DAY AND N1QHT

Phone

POWER

always

That prime favorite with tne play-- never tails to arouse all niau:ie r of
goers of America, "In Old Kentucky,'' enthusiasm on the part of the ; nidi-- State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
with its stirring and animated story, ence. The characters in the p'ay aiej
Lucas county. ss.
its splendid cast, its clever little pick- - skillfully sketched, the dialogue pos- - Frank J. Cheney makes oath that lie
aninnies, its sumptuous scenery and sesses more than average lite rary is senior partner of the firm of F. J.
its string of Uioroughbred Kentucky merit, and, in fact, the play is jic Cheney & Co., doing business in the
and state
race horses, will be the attraction at
City of Toledo, county
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
the Elks' theater tonight.
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOL"In Old Kentucky" refuses to loos
LARS for each and every case of
en its grasp on the affections of thea
Catarrh that cannot be cured by the
of the present day. Yv'ith a
marvelous record of success, ihe play
FRANK J. CHENEY.
is still in the zenith of its cireer. II
Sworn to before me and subscribed
U
yields to no other offering, ,iev or old
in my presence, this Cth day of Dem popularity
or drawing power
cember, A. D. 1S8G.
There is something about tii3 vivid
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal)
picture of life in the blue grass slate,
Notary Public.
revealed in the story of the play, that
is taken interCure
Catarrh
Hall's
makes a strong and lasting appeal. It
U
i
nally and acts directly upon the blood
IU
tells a charming love story, it has
'and mucous surfaces of the system
natural and sparkling comedy scenes,
Send for testimonials, free.
and the brave little mountain girl in
F. J. CHENEY & Co., Toledo, Ohio.
the story does nothing that any other
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
little girl in the same situation would
Take Hall's Family Pills for
not do. Her daring impersonation of
a jockey to save her sweetheart's fortune is not an impossible episode by
Lfl rUTR) LTLrLTLnUV irLUTTJ-U-LTtfuruxg
my means, and her ride to victory

If Its Hardware We Have It.

amazed at the radiance of the modern homeand why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

HIS CHUM.

want

HARDWARE COMPANY.

be

Pottsvllle, Pa., Nov. 20. William
Wunter, 11 years old, was accidentally
shot and killed today by his friend
and school chum, Charles Proper.
The boys were going out to shoot at
a marl;, and Proper was just aiming
his rifle, when Wunter, not knowing
he was ready to fire, jumped in front
of him.
The bullet entered Wunler's head
over tho eye and, although an operation 'was performed, it proved
New Mexican
bring returns.

14.

FOR SOFT COAL
Coles original down draft. This is the
stove for the home, the ofllce ai.d all
public places. It requires little or no
attention and is known to be Mi most
servicable and cconomicul of all stoves.

llLBGHTli

dt.-me-

KILLS

YOU'LL BE GLAD

Mica doors m e ext.ru

representative of the various towns
of the bash'.. It was pronounced by
all the most complete and best report
of any section they had ever seen
Rea-

1

'

OF CRICHTON."

"BUY IT

1

i

BUY A COLES HEATER
AND

Section 22, Township 14 .North,
Range 8 East, N. M. P. Meridian, has
to make
filed notice it Intention
final ."oof, to establish claim to
the land abov described, befora Register or Receive- -. U. S. Land Office at
Sauta Fe, New Mexico, on th-- j 5th
day of December, 1912.
as
witnesses:
Claimant names
Juan Sanchez, Noberto S. Torres,
Julian Garcia, Pablo Sanchez, all of
Kennedy- - Xew Mexico.

A

Number of

Thoroughbred

Cockerels

For sale at

$1.50 to $3.00
ROOSTERS

ONE YEAR OLD

$3.00 to $5.00

Charles

A. Wheelon

PHONE

204

J

final
notice of intention to make
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Register and
Receiver, U. S. Land Office at Santa
Fe, New Mexico, on the Cth day of
MANUEL R. OTERO,
December, 1912.
Register.
as
witnesses:
Claimant names
Florencio Sanchez, Noberto S. Torres,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Notice is hereby given that Pablo Julian Garcia, Hipolito Roibal, all of
'
New Mexico.
Sanchez, of Kennedy, New Mexico, Kennedy,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
who, on March 5, 1909, made HomeRegister.
for
stead Application No.
S.
and Lot 3, Section 6,
SW.
New New Mexican want kIs. always,
2 Township 13 North, Range 9 East,
Mexico Principal Meridian, has filed bring returns.
09058-10481-

1--2

i

S. G. BUFF ORPINGTOUS

runnuuinxuinnATinnjuTJVTJU" inns

4

WEDNESDAY,

OCTOBER

20,
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ALLEGED

NEW MEXICO

MURDERERS
ON

TRIAL,

Augusta, .Maine, Nov. 20. The taking of testimony in the case of Mrs.
Elsie llobbs Raymond, charged wills
the murder in IMO.j of .Miss .Mnitw
llackett was begun in the state .sNotice is hereby given that
the: for sale to the person who will agree upreme conn here today. The motive
ami
accrued
lai'oiird of Loan Commissioners oC the to take the same at par
of the alleged murder was a wife's
interest to date of delivery and at a
.Stale of New Mexico will, at the
be named m his jealousy.
to
interest
of
rate
of the Treasurer of said state,
smri mild bonds or any part there
Among the witnesses attending the
;n tin? capitol building at the City of
to the person of-- , trial are Mrs. George Masferman and
!
awarded
be
will
of
Santa Fe, Xew .Mexico, on the Kith
of
to accept the Fame at par at' her daughter .Mrs. Waller Fob-onday of December, 1912, at the hour firing
rate of interest.
the
lowest
Seattle, and Mrs. Charles I). Kichard-soo 2 o'clock in the af'rrnoon, receive'
of Detroit. Airs. .Masterman livKach bid must be sealed, marked
sealed proposals for the purchase of
in
ed
the same house as tin
and
Rayof
lionils"
Purchase
for
51.12"i,iiOO
of bonds of said state of 'Proposal
series "ty which are to be issued accompanied by a certified check for; monds at the time Miss Hackett was
in accordance .with the provisions of not less than two per cent of the killed.
section .three of article IX of the con amount of the bid, as security for Ihe;
stitution of said stale of New Mex faithful performance of such bid in' SUFFRAGETTES ARE SENTENCED
ico and of an Act of the Legislature case said bonds or a part thereof!
niak--inof said state, which became a law on shall be awarded to the person
London, Nov. 2i. Two suffragettes
such bid, and as liquidated dam-- j were sentenced in the court
the first day of .June, 1912. for the
of ses-- :
failure of the
layment of the bonds and accrued ages in case of the.
terms
sions
here
of imio
long
today
con-j
nterest thereof of Santa Ke county, successful bidder to fulfill his
for
window smashing.
prisonment
upon!
check
drawn
no
such
but
tract;
which were validated, approved and
Isabella Irving was sent up for six
confirmed by Act of Congress of Janu- a banking house making the bid will
and Ethel Slade for four
months
ary Ifi, 1S97, and assumed by said lie accepted as such security.
months on the charge of damaging
state in section one of article IX of
The Loan Commissioners reserve)
in I'ond and Oxford
Said bonds are to the- right, to reject any and all bids, shop windows
aid constitution.
on
when
November
streets
,
they
bid
no
be issued in the denomination of one and particularly specify that
thousand dollars each, dated December will be considered unless it is an tin-- , participated in a raid with other woa protest against the rejection
men
as
be
bid
the
will
form
in
the
for
of,
and
1012,
conditional
purchase
pre
!(,
of paid act of hi id bonds or a part thereof, not made' by the house of commons of an
scribed in section
(he legislature of the state of Xew dependent
upon any contingency; amendment providing for women
in the homo rule bill of IreIt i3 further distinctly;
Mexico, and the principal thereof wili whatever.
of said land.
be payable to bearer in gold coin or its stated that only so much
eqivalent in lawful money of the Unit- bends will be sold as may be neces-- j
ed States forty years after their date, sary, at the price bid, to realize the; BIDS FOR PENITENTIARY SUP- and they may be redeemed at the amount of the indebtedness to be!
PLIES.
option of the state at any time after paid, which indebtedness does not
the said sum of $l,12..(in).
ten years from their date. The interBids for furnishing six months' sup-- :
est on said bonds will be payable
Intending bidders who may desire, plies for the state penitentiary will be
March
and September further information, can obtain it by received until ft o'clock a. m., Novemof Loan!
1, and principal and interest will be application to said Hoard
ber 20. 1012.
payable at the office of the state Commissioners at Santa Ke, X. M.
of groceries,
Supplies consists
V. G. SAUCEXT.
treasurer nt Santa Ke, New Mexico,
leathand
meats,
grain,
hay
clothing,
Hoard
of
Loan
National
oi at the Seaboard
Secretary
Hank,
X list of the supplies wanted,
etc.
er,
Commissioners.
Xew York City, at the option of the
conditions and blank proposals will be
holder. The said bonds are offered November S, 1012.
furnished upon application to the Superintendent.
By order of the Board of Peniten- RUNAWAY CAR IN OMAHA
streets, fatally injuring the motorman.
William Trixer, and severely injuring
tiary Commissioners.
JOllX I). MeMAXUS,
west live or six others. Twenty more pas-caOmaha, Xeb., Xov. 20. A
ran into asengers on the car were hurt sligbt-anbound Farnam street
Superintendent,
Santa Fe, X. M
garage at. Fortieth
Farnamly.

STATE BONDS

I
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Give Your Order For a

Swell
Suit.
Every Garment GuaranUp-to-D-

ate

You are cordially

teed.

invited to

Look Over the

Patterns!

?

Side

Plaza,

Next to First Nat. Bank

)

shoe:
And You'll

semi-annuall-

1

1

r

raQI

Be Thankful

!

X

M

s

1

The Capital Tailor
East
of
-

Wear Our Good

A

-

WE'VE SOME EXCELLENT

Thanksgiving Footwear !
The kind any Alan, Woman or Child can Wear
with Pride and Pleasure
AND BE VERY THANKFUL FOR
HlllllTTl'MJI"lMMMffHr

THERE'S

NO THANKSGIVING

importance than

DRESSING of more
Dressing of the Foot

Ciood

MEN'S SHOES
Conservative Styles, or the Extreme Limit of Smartness.
Dull or Bright Leathers and the New Eall Tans. Shoes
That Are Known For Their Excellence

$3.50, $4.00, $4.50, $5.00 & $6.00
WOMEN'S SHOES
Beautiful Fall Models, Dress Footwear in Ties, Pumps and
and Dainty Slippers. Every Shoe a Choice Creation.

$2.50, $3.00, $3.50, $4,00, $4.50$ & $5.00

BOYS' AND GIRL'S SHOES

'

zonk were found dead together, with
SOULS their knives in each other's hearts
Splendid Shoes for the Strenuous Little Feet, durable and
their
and their hands
gripping
comfortable. Shaped to fit jrrowinfj feet correctly.
throats.
i
coni-The Servian cavalry division,
WENT TO ETERNITY OF A MOONLIT NIGHT
manded by l'rince Arsene, made a
tine think march on Thursday. They
PHOTOGRAPH
JUST RECEIVED,
came up on the right rear of the
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Terrible stories are told by the in- places them amongst the best artil- habitants of a neighboring city of I's-- i
(tub about the scenes there after the
battle of Kumanot o. The Turkish soldiers rushed to one railway station
and fought like fiends for places in
the; trains going down the Adrianople
tail way, bayonetting and shooting
each oilier to secure places in the
carriages. Large numbers unable to
find room in the trains crossed the
river Vardar and fled through the
mountains towards Monastir without
officers, cohesian, or the semblance of
an .army.
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Everywhere along the roads Ser-- i
vian cavalry patrols are finding guns,
wagons, ammunition, rifles and stores
abandoned by the Turks. The losses
in war material alone are stupendous.
The path of the retreating Turkish
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me of "Nerves!"

PERFORMED WHEN THREE WEEKS OLD!
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BORN IN A THEATER!
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pains, nervousness all ore symptoms of irregularity
and female disturbances and are not beyond relief.
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of a famous physician unusually experienced
is
in the treating of women's peculiar uilments. For
forty years it has boon recommended to suffering
womankind.
Thousands of womsn can bear witness
to its beneficial qualities. Perhap3 its aid is all that
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THE STAGE OF HIS FATHER'S THEATER.

England, Jan. 1, 1840.
"I don't know whether 1 was an
r
Year
blessing or a New
friend as
gift," laughed my new-olhe handed me, with a courtly bow, to
a chair, and a chat.
"You see, the whistles were still
tooting their heraldry of the lust of
the old and the first of the new when
I said 'Good day' to the funny old
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DEAD .MAN'S WORDS
USED IN MURDER CASE
Fort Worth, Texas, Nov. 20. In the
trial of John Beal Sneed, charged with
(Continued Irom page one).
the murder of Captain A. G. Boyce,
titioners indicated clearly that they the defense today caused to be read
knew they were violating the law and into record of the testimony given in
were
upon
dangerous the first trial by Sneed's father, who
treading
ground. In Chicago, an inspector since had been killed by an employe.
called upon a physician after having The elder Sneed had testified that he
received from him a response to his informed hts son of young Mrs.
decoy letter. The inspector profess- oneed's relations with Al Boyce, Jr.,
ed a desire to engage the doctor's and that he advised his son to secure
services'.
The doctor was cautious a divorce. The statement, declared
and the inspector was called upon to Captain Boyce, had said he thought
show the letter he had received. It Mrs. Sneed and young Boyce both
was in the physician's own handwrit- were guilty and expressed the opining. Evidently suspicious, he snatch- ion it was best that Beal give up his
ed the letter from the inspector's wife and pay her alimony.
hands, tore it twice across and thew
it into the waste basket, subsequently the inspector returned to the office in the temporary absence of the
PALACE.
doctor, secured the strips from the
F. M.- Williams, Raton.
basket and pasted , them together.
J. M. Connell, i opeka, Kan.
That letter constitutes an important
W R. Brown, El Paso.
link in the chain of evidence on
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which the doctor was indicted.
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V, J. Linwood,
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he put me back into her arms again
after the play.
" 'Oh, he let out a screach you
could hear all over the theater,' was
my father's proud reply.
" 'And spoiled the whole act, of
corse wailed my little mother.
mother dear,' he
'"Not
said, 'He got a big hand and 1 knew
right away that my son was destined
to be an actor.' "
Nearly ever since that date "Joe"
has been living up to his father s
prognostication. When he was 5 he
commenced playing child parts and
singing and dancing between the acts
In his father's company for th nnini
ficent sum of half a crown a week
'about 60 cents). Three years later
llls fatner die(i "Joe" became the
breadwinner of the family a mot tier
and five children.
Dancing was his first key to the
public heart and for ten years he was
the champion clog (lancer of England.
He is one of the
ballot
masters.
And now he is making a success
of a new field and renewing his acquaintance with old friends on two
continents as a comedy character-main moving picture plays.

Los Anp.'.es, ("alii'., Nov. 20.
Strapped U. a cot in the receiving
hospital, Ci..i Warr, the German pat tern maker who terrorized the cen tral police yesterday by threatening
world.
to destroy the building with an Infernal mac nine unless Paul Snoup,
"Fortunately, I guess, lor me, the
stork hurried me into existence quite
of the Pacific Electric compresident
73.
JOSEPH ALLEN" AT
unexpectedly while my mother was
pany, was brought to him, told a
attending a play in which my father
In his spare time Allen writes seen- weird tale today.
was appearing. And I've been a lit- i
uiiiii i wani 10 nun any one
Luck
is one
"A
Guardian's
arios.
tie ahead of the game ever since.
the police station,"
about
declared
of his latest. And just as an aside Varr. "All I was
"And have you been acting ever
after was the head
which
he keeps an eye on a big farm
since, too?" I asked, as he dabbed
of the Pacific Electric. I did not
his face with a big bandana handker-- i
Hat tie Creek, even know his name was Paul Shoup
he owns out near
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
fashion
chief in that second-naturuntil 1 wr.s arrested. I did not even
Mich.
actors have to keep the rouge from
want to h '.rt him. I was merely gorubbing off. But I was hardly preing to show him my machine and tell
him I was going to blow him up unpared for the ready answer.
"Well, yes, pretty nearly that. 1
less he. rained the wages of his work- YOU HAVE SEEN
men and otherwise improved their
played my first part when I was 3
weeks old. My ifather was the lessee
conditions."
THIS ACTOR ..
and leading man of his own theater.
The would-b- e
dynamiter is believed
AT
He wanted a baby for a christening
!to have suffered a basal fracture of
scene and, under he severest prothe skull as the result of the blows
THE ELK'S THEATRE
test, borrowed me from my mother.
dealt him on the head by Detective
'"What did he do?' was the first
James Hceick, who prevented the exanxious question my mother asked as
plosion.
Under renewed "sweating" shortly
before r.con, the would-b- e
dynamiter
said his true name was Carl Reidel-THE BEST HITTERS
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said he was born in Near-:
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thing through a smile.
The undictionaried definition may
serve to introduce the personality of
JOSEPH A LI. EN, the YOUNGEST
player in the moving picture world.
He is 72 years young!
little cottage,
In a modest-lookinnestled safely under a big tree on
the outskirts of Chicago, I found this
interesting human link between the
old and the new, a living version of
the gospel of smiles.
For nearly 68 years Joseph Allen
has been making people laugh, and
his stock of fun and good humor
seems perennially green.
,
He is round and chubby like a baby.
,His hair is white as snow and the
deep shadows In his face only serve
to bring out the gentleness of his
features.
"Joe" as he calls himself, whose
funny characters are nearly always a
part of the Essanay moving pictures,
came squealing into the world a little
ahead of schedule time in a dressing
room of the Theater Royal Bristol,
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passengers killed, several
others claim that either had any hand in
ENGLISH
were slightly injured. It is not known the crime or were anywhere near the1
Fire, Life, Accident,
how many casualties were sustained scene of its enactment.
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc.
:a
thrilling, pictikesoie;
ALMONDS
by the rebels.
: AND ROMANTIC STORi Or
The presence of the rurale guards;
MOTOR CONCERN BANKRUPT.
nc doubt prevented the robbery of
KENTUCKY LIFE
:
the;
REAL ESTATE
train and possibly the slaughter of the,1 Trenton, X. J., Xov. 20. An involun-.passengers.
ta,.y petition in bankruptcy was filed:
The Spirited and
Eight small encounters in various tr.day in the federal court, here against
or tne repuunc were reported the U. S. Motor companv, having of-Exciting Horse Race;
pans
City Property, Farms,
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
tcday and in each case the government fices in Jersey City In th.j petition!
I
The Famous Kentucky
. 1.
nlnf..l mc ,.!vjuiuij. mt..
Ranches, Orchards
,.r,o uu.iii
mi- - reu - iit is alleged that the concern owes
Thoroughbred Queen Bess;
els are showing increased activity in n,ore than $12,000,000 and has assets
Land Grants,S;f:tc
northern Durango, while the Zapatista Uhat will not exceed $11,000,000.
of
Fun
the
The
Rolickin?
movement in the south continues uu- Inimimitable Pickaninnies.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention andltr.e Eest
changed.

New Fall and Winter Line

Regal Shoes

We Are Showing Some
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SELIGMAN BROS. COMPANY
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hesitate, meditate,

CAPITAL $50,000 00

JOSEPH

General Banking Business

HAYWARD,

MANAGER,

t.

FOR SAL

I

AT A BARGAIN

Bath

om

i.,.

A HOME

Parlor Suits, Sofas and
Rocking Chairs.

Lights;

fruit trees and

a

i

State

Everything in the Furniture Line
SPECIALTY.

O. C. WATSON & CO.

V.-MULLIGAN
FUNERAL

weak-voice-

"ALAIN" SILVER PLATED WARE

d

& RISING,

fi C. YONTZ,

DIRECTORS

66-6-

XVV

When Your Glasses Break

COLORADO SALOON

S.

TAUPRT,

.

jELKS' THEATRE! JGHNW.MAYES

match

either

1

()2

NEW

WORK RETURNED

FIRST MAIL.

WALNUTS

CORRICK LIVERY BARN

State
Buckwheat

New York

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
of

Telephone 9 W

but a
town.
A live paper makes a live
and brings wonderful results
We ere aiakln" a live piper. Read it. when published in the New Mexican.'
Try one.

WE WILL MAIL YOU $1

for each Set of old False Teeth send us.
Highest prleespi ld for old Gold, Silver,
old Watches, Ilroken Jewelry and Precious StotlPR.
MONEY SEND BV RKITRN MAIL
PH1LA. SMELTING & REFINING CO.
ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS
863

Chestnut St. Philadelphia, Pa.

TO DENTISTS
We will buy vour Gold illnRS. Gold Scrap!
and Platinum. Elghett prices paid..

r

Fresh
Buckwheat.
Self-Raisi-

A little want ad costs

;

.

.

iln

....

j0!d

Flour.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

104 DON GASPER ST.

INSURANCE

'

few-cent- s

Are You a Seller? An advertis
rr.ent In the classified columns of the
New Mexican will put your real estate on the market effectively. It will
put the facts of your property before
the eyes of all possible buyers.
A little want ad costs hut a Tew
cents and brings wonderful results
when published' in the New Mexicac
Try one.
jj,-- S;

ng

I Orange Peel,

Seeded Raisins, Currants
Sweet Cider.

I

S.

KAUNE

a

CO.

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality

bank's affairs for several months.

PRESIDENT WRITES MESSAGE.

Written by

A-

x jncident with the

Washington, I). C Xov. 20.-P- resi
A
dent Taft will begin tomorrow the
dictation of his annual message to s
congress to be sent in at the opening
of the session next month. The presi-;- ;
dent has cancelled all engagements
for Thursday and Friday In order to!
devote his time to the message.

A-

me.ssage came
a letter from Mr. Ward's wife,
wlth their 80n 1n Kans.,s cm
saying that an operation to re- ijfive the child of spinal trouble,
Would not be had because in the
opinion of the surgeons, it would
be useless and therefore the child
could not be saved.
X

C.

T.

'

V

V
V

6

KENTUCKY

.

.

THOROUGHBRED

HORSES

The Famous Pickaninny

Price,

.

.

j

Telephone 194 W., Room

6:

Brass Band

75 cts., $1.00 and $1
Seats ut rischer s Monduy.

All Kinds.

Of

DAZEY- -

Most Expensive Cast
The Strongest
the Play Has Ever Had
?
&

iS name was Mrsbright and V
with her husband she bellied in V
Missouri in the earlv davs. Co- - V
-

Surety Bonds

Kentucky!

j

New Citron,

Lemon

MRS. WRIGHT DIES
BANKER IS A SUICIDE.
IN SIBLEY, MC.
R. F. Ward, carpenter foreman
Columbus, O., Xov. 20. Suffering A on the Masonic Temple, received
from a nervous breakdown, William V the sad news last night of the
death of his mother at Sibley.
Little, Gl years, president of the West
Xo details came in the
Side Dime Savings bank, committed v
telegraphic message and as he
suicide today by hanging himself with
!a rone made of his bed clnthea MrJX did ot know .she even was ill.
11 was a
sreat shock to hint. Her
Little had not been active in the

so;

U

LALGHLIN BUILDING,

SANTA
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- NEW MEXICO

WorK foi '.he Xew Mexican.

It

I

.

working lor you, for Santa Fe and
the new state

Xew Mexican want ads. always
It will not pay you to waste your
returns.
bring
time writing out your legal forms
It U
WTork for the Xew Mexican.
when you can get them already printed at the New Mexican
Pr'uting working for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state.
Company.
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

PACE SIX

20,
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THE SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.

New Mexican

Santa Fe

E5M

CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND NET PROFITS, $250,000

R

President.

Entered as Secoa Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce
Published Dail,
Tho Santa Fe New Mexican
New
Mexican Review
English Weekly
The
El Nuevo Mcxicano
Spanish Weekly

-

15.0 Dally Per Quarter, by mall
(2.S0 Dally per quarter, by carrier

Weekly, per yaar

11.00

Season JIVow Open for All Kinds of Game, and there is plenty of it.
time. Send fjr Illustrated Booklet.

.60
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must
reduced
reins of Kovcruuicut. uficr March 4.
(if those who promise much, much will he expected and our deinocriilk'
hivi.sh in promises Unit the I'lillilllnent will lie no small
friends have been

The New York World declares thai

Hie cost of livilil?

Ik

urn nines Ihe

tasU.
Suffused with the ulow of a prospective victory it is the habit of
politician to promise (rent things, ho ureal that they ar utterly impossible
he people believe
of accomplishment, but even in the linht of ex periein
in them and arc anKi'.v at their nun f ul 111! tin-- t
There are, however, weighty iU'KtioiiM that demand action and tlilll-cuproblems awaiting point inn. To the party in power attention in nalural-iand properly directed.
The people have given it a chance.
One of tin! vital issues jiiMt now m the iucrcasini;ly high cost of living.
There must be some cause for it. There must be some method of discovering the cause. After discovery, there must be some way of liftiiiK

l

c

who was evidently inexperienced andinand and Isabella of liia discovery of
under age caused our citizens to be ' a new world. During Iih next hundred
dodging hither and thither to escape years, Spanish explorers penetrated,
from the erratic course, that this ma-- into the western continent and about;
clone witu tnl.inir Ah Dr. Small savH.Mhe year ltiil," Dilate and his army
upon
let us enforce the ordinance or repeal founded the town of Santa
it. It is the old case so often brought! Hit! ruins of an ancient Indian pueblo.
What was more natural than for
to our attention of "closing the door
center and disafter the horse is stolen," and of the Santa Ke, always the
of
the
southwest, to
point
tributing
value of a good law when enforced,
famous
be
for
the
nalned
capital of:
when no at-and il's utter imolef-sm-ssouthern Spain? Have you noticed
tendon Is paid to ii.
how many people transplant old asThe other suggestion of using cer- sociations into new enterprises?
it:
tain slreels for outgoing and Incom- - makes the new seem more home like.
,
nig vehicles is also worthy ol our con-- n,,r,, n .ew Mexico there is a small
slderui ion, both as cillzens and offi-- ; town named Des Moines. Some Iowa
c ials, ami the erection of signboards
settlers came west and when they
at, the corners of those streets where tt.ok up their claims they gave the
the method of traffic is to be changed now place the name of their old home
would soon call the attention of driv- town. Tims it was that (lit! soldiers,
ers to it, and the luibil of going in the many of them coming from southern
for
riglil direction would soon be ac Spain, named the new capital
Santa Fe, the famous capital of Ferdii i ed.
Of course an ordinance passed re nand and Isabella.
So, the Masonic cathedral, a beautiquiring this traffic of vehicles on cerful
duplicate of the Ued I'alace of
no
of
value unless
tain streets will be
more attention is paid to it than is Granada, will be one of the historic
monuments of Santa Fe, for it was in
paid to Ihe procurement of licenses
beyond the
the
drivers of automobiles and the the other Santa Ke, just
by
world had the
the
that
Alhamhra,
legulations governing lite driving of fliiil pews that
Spanish ships had
the cars. There will he no object of
t'ighled a new continent.
if
an
ordinance
the
passing such
are to ignore its enactment.
There is loo much of that sort of THANKS TO YOU
tiling in Sanla KV uow.
UNCLE KLINE
1.(1 us all help out in this direction
well
citizens as
as olllcinls and help
FROM THE OBAR PROGRESS.
enforce those good
which are for
The Santa Fe Daily New Mexican is
the protection of all our people.
doing a valuable service, not only to
its general readers, but to tho state
4. J. 4. 4
V a t large by maintaining a department
headed "News of the State," in which
appear extracts from local papers.
dealing with matters of local Interest
nil over the state.
DID yOU KNOW
In his way its readers
come. In
IT WAS HERE
touch with conditions all over our vast
state. W'e say "vast" advisedly, tor
there are only three states in t lie un- ion that have a larger area than that

g

1

I

PHONES:

liy Hie ltd iiiiniHt nil ioti which

SEES IT

OLD FASHIONED CANDY.
l.ookiiiK into the. window of tins
came by
Modern grocery store as
this morning, I saw a display of candy
that look me way back to ihe days of
Hit' old fashioned candy. Th
v."ro
the long, slim, flexible sticu i,i iitor-icthat we used to like to chew on
and saturate ourselves witu it. It i.;
a long time since I sucked ttl one of
"'""' elongated sweet slicks, and I
could but wonder if they had tin;
same seducive flavor now that they
hk''1' lo liave in
those, olden
days
when they were regarded ns about
the limit of confectionery art.
In the window, too, was some ol
,'tlio soft caudles that you used to sink
your teeth down into, with no tear
hat the sweet stuff would work up m
those cavities which
always come
later, and which give the dentist his

All of Today's News Today"

WHAT WILL THEY DO?

THE BYSTANDER

Now is the

VALLEY RANCH, N. M.

THE VALLEY PANCH,

11.25
S1.50

Weekly, six month!

Organized in 1870.

country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first Importance in banking, a tradition that still
rules Its policy, but the bank is not living on its history
but depends for its prosperity upon adaptability to present-day
needs.
Commercial Bills discounted. Credit and Deposit Accounts opened. Letters of Credit and Drafts issued on
all Countries. Coupons collected and cashed. Stock ExTelegraphic
change Sales and Purchases effected.
transfers of money made.
It is important for every business house to establish
bank
banking relations with a strong, service-givinwhere credit can be had when required.
Exchange your inactive funds for our t me Certificates

HEADQUARTERS FOR HUNTERS.

SL'HSCHIM'ION HATKS
0(ly, per yaar: by mall
Dally, tlx mtnths, by mall

Stale.

Time is the test of a bank's endurance and strength.
Growth determines its adaptability to changing conditions. This bank has successfully withstood all the

Editor
Associate Editor

William F. Brogan

FE

BANK OF SANTA

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
The Oldest Bank in the

President
General Manager

Charles M. Stauffer
J.Wight Giddings

Vice-Pre-ide-

THE FIRST NATIONAL

The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
Bronson M. Cutting

I

L. A. HUGHES,

J. PALEN,

turkey lor Thanksgiving,
i;aw some "all day suckers," luo,
but liny didn't look like those we

1

of Deposit.
Confer with our officers

business.
J. B. READ,

FRANK McKANE,

Assistant Cashier.

Cashier.

FOUR PER CENT (

)

Per Annum Interest Paid on TIME DEPOSITS

ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,
EDDY DELGADO,

PROPRIETOR.

MAN'L'FACTURKll

OF

Balleta Blankets, Rugs, Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
and Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.

Both Native and

Germanton

Wool Used.
Send for Price List and Full Information.
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ooys used to hang on to for hours,
but lilt! old fashioned jawbreaker was
among the things libit lit. 'That wan
a great piece of eon eel ion, tiial jawbreaker, and had a v ry popular and
the burden.
extended season. There was il 'ui
It in a (iiiesiion id' economics.
made
this
Wilson
Professor
has
topic
lo'it, anil Its slaying tpiallties were
a life study. Will lie, c :iti he, meet the present emergency?
No boy Willi loose leetli could
Rood.
Tile World lias, as far as it can, put the question up to Ihe incoming'
toy willi il, though.
udminist rat ion.
I missed
some old fashioned candies
It is one of the very tirsl subjects that should he taken up for it is of
e used
to have
in Hit! window.
vital interest to every American family. It touches every home.
sticks." They were about the!
It is of more interest to Ihe' people of this country than the question of; 'pipe
of a day pipe Mem and had mu ll
the freedom of the Philippines, which Mr. Henry sayH is to have immediate size
delicious Havocs and beautiful colors.!
consideration,
'I hey were in shades of pink, yellow,
It is of more inlcresl than the opening of Ihe "pork barrel," or the draw- green,
chocolate, red, cinnamon, and
Inn of distinctions between books and periodicals in the United Stales malls.
a taste that was unapproachable. Only
It is more important, than the tariff iiuestion, to adjust which we are1
(be grey heads will remember the
promisid an extra session of congress.
"pipe."
It is. in reality, Hie most. Important issue now before us ami action on it
Then the barber pole sticks and
will be expected, speedily.
that while one with a lit lit red star
r
of New Mexico.
in tlit! end and that lemon flavored
This great size, together with the
one, too.
IN
HIDDEN
NAN O'NEILL.
mountainous character of the surface
were
Then
there
little
that
and
man
cigars
In connection with
You have seen a
of ordinary strength hypnotized
the .Masonic; of the
suspended
state, has been a serious draw
v head
and ankles on the edges of two chairs, support, half a dozen ofJVic boys used to suck op and think ceremonies litis week, it is interest-- ,
in
back
the matter ot general acmore heavy men on Ills body. Sometimes a horse is thus supported on a what. we would tlo wht n we grew to lug to note that the drop curtain in
quaintance and homogeneity on the
bo men. They were little brown things the auditorium is a representation
seesaw board placed across the subject's hotly.
of the people of our state and
w ith a dab of white
on the t lid to
Ke. "Santa Ke," you say. "Well part
A
man of average strength, under ordinary conditions, could no more
a sinister effect, in the way of
has
irridese-ecnt
bit
a
and
of
if th(! artist that painted that thought!
sustain a 1,2ii0 pound horse or half a dozen nun while thus suspended than represent ashes
tinsel for the light. They were lie was nlctiirintr Santa Ke lie liiusti creating provincialism and sectionallie could lly without a machine, lie could not be made to believe that he
Iliu fimnrlliu. 1H111 (illC to a want of knowledge of
ilniwlmr
with
.....
......
l,vu
stuff.
a
great
J.tl.V
ion
of hypnotist
could do such a tiling: yet while under the powerful surest
..l..,..,,,
houses what is going on in other sections
Then, do you remember those little! Hon. That, shows
that he can do it be does it easily.
a
wall and a multitude of than our own.
:
and
w ith that eti-lozenger-shapecity
candies
marvelto
litis
do
.Now. where tlid the power which enabled the subject
We are sure this feature of Newit. The artist must!
white tents
mm rliini' enine from''
(Vrlninlv not from the li viinot ist . for he merely tlllhc.ing flavor, put up in little reiki have been beyond visions of Santa Mexico's oldest, and in many ways,
seeing
all
and
were
colored
up.
very:
They
called it out of Ihe subject, ti ml it did not come from space outside of him.
Ke reconstructed in the New-Oltype best daily newspaper will be nppre- popular in their day
It was latent in Hit! man himself.
with Spanish tiled roofs and a city elated, not
only by its general readers'
as
were
There
oilier
and
kinds,
loo,
us
about
within
us
enormous
.
of
.
Such experiments give
I.
powers
glimpses
wall and Sunmounl grown to enormous but by iity wectiy
papers ot , me
Hie
in
looked
window
they
which we know very little and which, if we could use them, would enable us
grocery
our
is
not
At
state.
that
least
proportions.
al lreturncd and brought a sort' of
to tin inarvi Ions things.
And by the same token, we wish to!
to be back there where the present day Santa Ke."
It is this soul power which makes a giant out of an invalid in an Instant's longing
it is not our Santa Ke of today remark that the weekly editor who;
No,
old
fashioned
candies
when
flourished.
some
or
or
the
bouse
lire
when
takes
nt"
great catastrophe occurs,
It is a finds u quotation from his paper about
or tomorrow or yesterday.
Don't you itoinetiines feel that way?
a child, dearer to the mother than life, is in imminent danger.
somebody in his locality and fails to
picture ol the original Santa Ke
W'e are all surprised some times in our lives - through some great crisis;
famous tent city built just outside the see to it that the party mentioned,
MORE VIEWS.
or when in a despcale situation- to find that a tremendous reserve power
It is gets to see a copy of the New
walls of Oranada in Spain.
comes to our
from somewhere; hut. from the (Ireat Within, from!
other day i handed Jess Nils-in the chain of history lean with the utioted item, is overlooklink
it
in' slerjoiis depths of our nature, come marvelous powers when the call
'haunt
lit tit! houipiot about some post that binds New .Mexico to the, old
mg a good bet.
loud enough and strong enough.
he had been getting out, and v orld, and more
curds
It makes friends for both papers to
especially to Spain.
We none of us know what tremendous things we could do if an enier- - u .j(
came to get .less' own opinion The thought of picturing Santa Ke the have
a
to
us.
were
people see their names in the
make
call
sudden
upon
gi ncy great enough. Imperative enough,
l)tU t them
found he tlid not. think temporary capital of Ferdinand and
big dailies.
The thing which, more than all else, checks Ihese latent powers and them so much.
in
Isabella upon tho drop curtain
makes ns weaklings is fear.
Hut now, he has
received a new Santa Ke, the capital of New Mexico,
NEWS FROM STATE COLLEGE.
The thing which, more than all else, liberates these powers and makes
and likes them. They have a was certainly an inspiration.
ni'Mi giants is faith.
settlIt
one
makes
look
the
better finish and the coloring is cerbeyond
The football score stands to date:
lu-tainly immense. 'Ihe subjects are ing of Santa Ke to Hie causes and !
A. C. vs. Kl Paso High school, 41!
And now conies Maine into the senatorial limelight.
Choice anil give a better impres fluences which brought the explorers to 0 in favor of A. C.
was the successful candidate of Hie republicans til Hit September u
here in the first place,
All seemed te, be going well and with what appeared to la a siou of Santa re and Its surroundings
A. C. vs. Kl I'asoMill tary school,
pi iniai ii h.
Ferdinand and Isabella had conquer- i have ever seen
than
cards
in
in
Mr.
any
was
die
his
effects
post
lit to 0, in favor of A. C.
Burleigh
working majority
legislature,
putting
Moors
at
were
ed
die
turn
and
every
bis minis. Now comes the progressive elepient ill the Maine legislative body of this locality.
A. u. vs. Arizona, 21 to T, in favor
laying siege 1o their last stronghold,
and announces that il doesn't really care to support the primary candidate:
The Santa Ke ones are most excel-am- i
in which stood of A. C.
the
chief
(!ranada,
city,
will bold out against him until a more progressive candidate can be 1, tlt am certainly give a pleasant
A. C. vs. Fort llliss cavalrv. 11(1 to
the Alhamhra. the most famous palace
If this tiling keeps on, Sereno Payne's declaration of "not so very
pn ssion of the ancient city, while of the Moslems. In order to discour h, in favor of A. C.
ninny," will apply to the senate, loo, but Ihe standpatters will bo in the "not those of the scenes about us touch
A. C. vs. University of New Mexl- age' the Moors by showing their feelso t cry many class.
the perfection of photographic art in ing of certain conquest, Ferdinand co, 27 to (i, in favor of A. C.
n
On Thanksgiving day
bad the queen accompany him in besubject and color.
they will play1
Senator Hole, ol Oklahoma, is said to be slated for the leadership of
There are many excellent views, sieging Hie city. They camped Just Uoswell there, and if they win this
the senate next .March when the democrats gain control of that body. Sen- but one
rarely sees anything better outside the walls of Granada within last game, th :v will be the champions
ator Core is one of the remarkable figures in public life. He is totally blind than
one representing the Kivs full sinht of the Alhambrn.
This of die south vest, ns they were Inst
the
and has been since childhood, but he is one of the scholars of tint senate,
the ancient Cliff Dwellers in cere-- 10111 tlle' wanted to call "Isabella" year.
of
it deep
student, and a man of advanced thought, with theories of govern- motiial cave out in the
Krijoles can- it.. Honor ot the much loved queen,
ment in opposition to die reactionaries of the present day.
lie would be
yon. The coloring in this picture is but Isabella being pious and wishing
THOROUGH WORK.
a safe leader and an able one.
-unusually fine and the view beautiful. success for her army, insisted that
be
the
Fe
named Santa
camp
holy How a Santa Fe Citizen Found Free- There are others, too, that will attract
Ami now, that another session of congress is approaching, attention Is
attention and become popular, milking hope or holy faith in their victory.
dom From Kidney Troubles.
to
Fe.
a
the
of
for
cities
directed
Other
Santa
wain
Here silken tents were raised for!
public building
question
ail
countheir
into
of
the
wny
parts
Is
in
seem to be getting appropriations.
the morgue or the
the bill for ours
the
and queen and the court.
If you suffer from backache
try and giving us just the advertise- The king
hopper? Will it be up for consideration din ing the coming winter? We just ment
brocades
and richest
gayest
we
From urinary disorders
are
at
for
tills
time
wishing
wanted to know.
and
were
satins
used for the tents,
'
and endeavoring to propogate.
Any curable disease of the kidneys,
. ,
0
until the sight presented more of
Use a tested kidney remedy.
The popularity of the postcard does the view of a silken
a
It is said that die swan song of Seiialor P.ailey, of Texas, soon to be let
than
palace
not seem to wane, and it has resulted Stern war mmn
Doau's Kidney Pills have been test-- ,
Tim tent nf the
loo.se in the senate, will be one of the most artistic and plaintive ever vet
more than one place Into nue,.n was of course Ule most luxur-i1''- 1
by thousands.
bringing
ate,in
n.
not
is
to
It
sen
of
tear
either
givt
expected
tap any
duds, however,
Santa Fe people can testify.
prominence, bringing travel that way ious of all. It was an immense velvet
members or the American people.
Can you ask more convincing proof
nnd notice that nothing else can give, canopy, divided into many
apartments
ot merit?
Santa Ke has been lax in this mat- by silken screens elaborately
emA man down east committed suicide trying to figure out the intricacies
ter of advertisement in every way, broidered ami painted. One night as
Pasquale Yanni, shoemaker, College
of the spring styles. It is enough to drive a man to almost anything to get but it Is
reaching out and along with the queen was saying her evening St. Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "In 1902
in harmony with the present ones without looking ahead.
other ways we have a line of post- prayers before her altar, the wind I gave a public testimonial In praise
n
cards, through the enterprise of Jess blew the draperies too near the lighted ot Doan's Kidney Pills to the effect
An eastern newspaper asks, "And now. where will the campaign orators
N'usbaum, that will have a big influ- candles and in a moment the gorgeous that they had cured me of pain In my
go?" That's easy. They will go straight to the olllce of the dispenser of ence in
putting Santa Ke still more tent was ablaze. Almost before the back, caused by disordered kidneys.
will
worse
be
It
than
and
there.
Coxey's army.
camp
patronage
ccurt could, hurry out of their apart- - Work obliges me to sit down a good
prominently on the map.
ments. the entire silken city was in deal and this weakened my kidneys,
Aeronauts are known in China as the "Sons of Heaven." They are not
tlames. Ferdinand, fearing that the causing backache.
A GOOD SUGGESTION.
While at work I
known that way in this country. They do not stay up long enoiif: h. The
would take advantage ot the suffered more intensely than nt anv
The remarks of Dr. Small, made in
earth gets most of them over here.
the Forum in last night's issue of this "ISS'PI'- immediately began the build- - otner tinle and j was very anxious to
0
of u new and Permanent
city find a remedy that would relieve me.
paper are full of good meat for con-- ! v' ,g
I tah is one of the few of the states of the west dial has not adopted
h,,d stoo(,
deration by our people. The publish-- i
"P,r,e the Learning of Doan's Kidney Pills, I
,.c"mp
court
I
Moors
until in
woman's suffrage, but women have never been considered much in tali.
a box anA to my delight,
lug of the list of those who have com- prisoners within the city of Granada, procured
soon fixed me up in good shape.
plied with the city ordinance relative and overcome
they
by famine, gave up their
It to licenses for driving machines was
A New York paper reports that the price of coal may be reduced.
seven years I have
last
and presented the keys During the past
cannot be possible. This is not Hie in i U ii i n m.
a wise move on the part of the author-- ' Ol stronghold
Granada to the Vine of Snain. This: had no need of kidney medicine."
ities who are interested in this
or sale by all dealers. Price 50
is the scene that will be represented
President-elec- t
Foster-MllburWilson says all party pledges will be kept, noes this in cial matter.
Co.,
Buffalo,
above the drop curtain in the auditor- - centa
Last Sunday afternoon there was ium.
elude the single presidential term pledge?
!New York, sole agents for the United
0
j an evidence
of the necessity of corn- Santa Fe remained the capital of States.
Doan's and
Des Moines. Iowa, has no building inspector. That town is in the same plying with this wise ordinance of the southern Spain for many years and' Remember the name
icity. An automobile driven by onel there Columbus came, to tell Ferdi- - talie no othar.
class as S&nta Fe.
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LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
European Rate, $1.00 and up,
American Plan, $2.50 and up.

Meals, 50 Cents.
Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
rooms. Hot and cold running water,

steam heat, electric lights.

t

LARGE. FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.

Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Meat,
Central Location.

Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled.
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THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.
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How About That Fire Insurance?

i

IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?

:

m
m

THE

MOULTON-ESP-

-

SANTA FE, N. M

Bra.WBs.

HALL & HALL, " THE INSURANCE MEN," TIIB
of Plttslmrir, Pa., writing the mod liberal
Insurance Contracts.
The Ocean Accident & Guarantee Corporation
litllty, Plate i;Ihss and Automobile insurance.
of st- - Louis- -

'S Cu"8

The Equitable Surety Company

GENERAL AGENTS

NEW MEXICO

of Surcty

PITAL CIT
HANK KLIXi.

HALL & HALL

HOOM 21. CA

MILITARY

(Ml

Y

INSTITUTE

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

,

'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
Located

In

the beautiful Pecos

Valley. 8.700 feet above sea level,
sunshine every day. ODen air

work throughout

I

I

tfatt

entire

ses-

sion.
Conditions tor physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhete in America. Fourteen officers and instructors, all
graduates from sttindnrdEu stTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern In every respect.
'.events

:

E. A. CAHOON. President.
.T. E. RHEA,
.1. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. Pol, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAV.

i

o For particulars and illustrated catalogue, address,
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Then Act

Think About It!

1
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COL. JAS. W. WILLS0N,

Supt.

WEDNESDAY,

OCTOBER

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

1912.

20,

la divorce to a modestly dressed, timid
'littli) woman, ho asKed lior whei lior
!shc had any means of support, aside
had'
from that which Iht linslaiiil
aid
provided. She had noi, sli
"What do you estimate to he your
husband's earning earae-.tyiipprexi-- :
Kindmutely?" the judju' iti'iuiied,

TBTEL.

ly.

The little woman eonli! not say.
"Can't you give uu' an idea what
ile justice,
hit income is?"
"I don't think he has any income.!
except what he steals," was the tinsv.er, hesitatingly given.
No alimony was awarded.
pur-me-

-

&AKDH

TOUEDE

ALL IN GOLDEN

QUARANTINED;
"Failure to report the cases early
the cause of the whole trouble
about the outbreak of smallpox in
Santa Fe county," declared City and
County Health Physician David Knapp
today on his return from a tour of
"1 do not antithe infected district.
cipate any trouble in the city of
Santa Ke, but I do believe that safety
lies in vaccination. To those who
cannot stand the expense, the county
Offers the assistance gratis."
Dr. Knapp said that in (iolden, a
village fifty miles south of Santa Fe.
cases
there have been nnim-rcustarting with the postmaster there,
and that he had to place the entire
village under quarantine, two deputy
sheriffs keeping watch at the en-- i
trances to the place. There was one
case at the mine of the Santa Fe Gold
Mining company, and it has been
hited in a tent, a doctor being in attendance. One case is also reported
from .Madrid, says Dr. Knapp.

A pure, healthful, Cream
of Tartar Baking Powder

is

When buying an article of food you are
entitled to know exactly what you are buyingits quality and ingredients.
If this information is refused don't buy it.
Some of the low grade baking powders
are advertised, but the ingredients of the
powders are scrupulously concealed.
A housekeeper would not use a baking
powder containing alum if she knew it.

It is well when buying to examine the
label on the can. Unless it shows the
ingredient cream of tartar, don't buy it.
Dr. Price's baking powder is absolutely
free from alum.

PAGE SEVEN

Rheumatic Painslk

WANTS

I

are quickly relieved by an application of Sloan's
Liniment. You don't need to rub just lay cm
It penetrates at once to
lightly.
the seat of the trouble.

1!.

Here's Proof
Miss F.i.sir. Manthkv, 4.?:o Talman
Ave, Chicago. 111., writes: "About two

,

ec

I'OK
in 'eniem-es-

Telephone

1
he has

Rheumatism Entirely Cons

MVKR. of 121$ Wyoming St.. Jlayion. Ohio, writes:
was troubled with rheumatism and her friends ad ised bet to get
Sloan's Liniment and her rheumatism is cntiicly pone. At the same time the
s
s
between my
there weie live
family was troubled with
sisters and I and Sloan's Liniment cured every one of us in a week's time."

Miss

SALK-- A

F.VEI.ETTA

" My mother

ffl

Chat
cow.

milch

good

I'hone Jlishop'h raech.

tiir-.--

KM

keeping

KOit : Al.K Saddle horsi
Hark r, l"i M.ircy St.
F(.Ui

years ap my mother broke d"vn with
rheumatism. The doctors didn't do any
My mother was ptrs'iailed totiy
good.
weeks
and in
Sloan's I.inhiH-ntwas fntirely wull
and I bclicvu she is
cured forever."
Rcii!j" From Rheumatism
Miss U.K. Kimiei.kai', (lilroy, Calif. ,
wrilts:
My mother has used one 50c.
bottle of Sloan's Liniment, and although s he is over 8j years of
obtained great relief from her rheumatism.

iioiiM

Light.

(Irani uv line.

0

m

w.

Rooms with all modern
for gentlemen
only.
.1.

Id:!.

l. 1STI'ncket book on or
Johnson
finder win reioh
ward at this ofliee.

Ilea
e

i
-

IV-

l;i;V---I'U
WAXTKI)
cooking
range not smaller than six hole and
in good condition,
Address "(."' this

ofliee.
$110.00 buys a bran new combination runabout and top buggy, rubber
tired, and line set of single harness.
Then. Corrick.
FOl! SALF Oit LF.ASI-- : - Ojo I'ali-entHot Spring;',
and hotel with
raneh. For particulars, apply Anthony F. Joseph. Ojo Caliente, Tao3
count y N. M.

e

MMOT

is the best remedy for neuralgia, sciatica, lumbago, chest
pains, asthma, hay fever, croup, sore throat and sprains.
At all dealers, l'ricc,
5()e., anil $1.00.
Sloan's Book on Hoises,

'..,

Cattle, Hogs and Poultry sent free.

Address

Dr. EARL S. SLOAN, BOSTON, MASS.
IB

TYPEWRITERS
'('leaned, adjusti d and repaired. New
platens furnished, Ribbons and sup- 'plies. Typewriters sold, exchcange.l
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typew riters guarEx- anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter
change. Phone i!:!l

At! KNTS - We want one good live
agent in each city or town to sell won- they will want you to live a long on your reform like that'.'
Sometime ago we were seized with while and have lots of birthday:..
Say, if you see a reformer looking derfttl household necessity. Good in- a yearning to become a reformer.
The t. acher will now pass the candy for something to reform tell him we come assured, also valuable premcan file him on a good issue and gi.e iums. Free samples. Previous exLooking over the map for a good around.
Your friend, (lie
editof
the relinquishment free.
perience not necessary. Write at once
place to begin, we found about all
We are out of the reforming busi- for full particulars. Oilanor Company,
"1'N'CLE KLINE."
the desirable claims had been tiled
but finally we found that nobody had
Roswell, N. M.
Hy way of postscript, we may add ness.- Obar Progress.
reform
"
fi,ed
","
some
PaPere
is
Prevailing
that
evident
that
very
very
nrtion performed hv sureeons in
ExU.MPLOY.MKNT
WANTED
nonaction with the clinical concress custom ot making birthday presents excellent people don't agree with us TOT WANDERS FOR
J 1118 seemeu nice a uesiraoie claim
HOURS IN STORM.
0n the subject of birthday presents.
bookkeeper,
of surgeons of North America here;
stenographer
perienced
on the occasion ot our recent
Petoskt y, Mich., Nov. 20. 'ion
As for instance, Mrs. Link, who
was surpassed with the holding of a
jand typewriter desires position. Will
in
filed
we
in
our
of
to
the
ftil
shelter
seek
also consider positions requiring sev-- j
us a box filled with squash
any
application
more than 220 clinics, at which more birthday
as follows, accompanied by pie. bread, butter, plum jelly, water- residences she passed and unable to eral hours a day or week at slated
! manner
001) capital, has been working in this than a thousand persons were opera-BOUND OVER.
Fulintervals.
ted upon. In addition, there were an appropriate filing fee in the form melon nickles tind C'.ott weis was locate her new home, .Pttle lla
Those desiring efficient
The preliminary hearing of Ricar-d- vicinity, locating mineral filings, etc.
in the labora-- ' of apples and candy for the kids:
daughter of John services, address F. K., care New
demonstrations
manv
noch
Mrs.
and
sent
Jim
who
Wilburn,
Informer.
Dayton
Ascarate, charged with having
NOVEMBER 13, 1912.
in with half a gallon of canned wild Fuller, who recently moved here from .Mexican.
tcry demoted to experimental work.
killed his wife at an early hour Suna farm, wandt red for Injurs in the
have
So
far
2,fi00
registered
To
surgeons
Obar
the
the
of
Schools:
plums that look far too pretty to eat, snowstorm
Pupils
A BIG ONE.
last night and was toiind at
day morning, was had yesterday aftin
the
an
mnct
l.linwn
congress.
niH
04
fra
whn
lmvn
is
participants
am
Pinpr
my birthday.
R. Scott, who resides at Lubbock,
Today
ernoon before Judge Medler. After
a
late
hour
almost parahzed rout the PROFESSIONAL CARDS
and
Hammerstein
William
Oscar,
but whose avocation of stock
years old and proud of it. You see, ot our pumpkin pie tooth and brought
the evidence had been introduced Texas,
three 1 may as well be
'cold, at the Reycraft poultry tarm,
who
his
father,
quarreled
a
out
as
us
that
half
to
of
him
not,
broker
calls
the
all
pie
pumpkin
wiped
proud
seeing
parts
Shi
several miles from the city.
Judge Medler decreed that Ricardo plains country in eastern New Mexico months ago, have made up. William I can't help it, anyway.
a century, and made us a boy again,
VV.
ATTORNEYS ' AJ-Lsince being din
had
about
wandered
is
be bound over, without bail, to await
and
the
took
steps
conciliatory
was
in
it
is
common
and
the
for
mother
the
into
western
Texas,
NoV,
put
city
poetry
people
quite
watching
missed from school and had gradual
.
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.
.
...
.
.
. .
.
..
....
..
as manager of the Vic- Lto
the action of the grand jury. The de..,..,.
installed
.jlaeain
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
,
aim inciueuian.v
exniuiieu
expect otner people to maite tnein ine pumpKin pies nacK in unio as oniy . wended her way toward her former
fendant was represented by Messrs. leccuuy,
to his friends the hide of a large lobo
ureHents nn hirthriavs. Hut I think one s mother can
City Attorney.
a
of
Possessed
home.
strong
farm
and
I
,
Llewellyn and Llewellyn, Wade
wolf which he killed near the drownsing the American nag to snowm,,a (s
t,J TTinn tnn I'.'iniP rw f 'i tin inn h u ir constitution from farm life, lla probab- Capital City Bank Building,
inistnUp mid run irninnWade; the state by District Attorney ing ranch in the eastern part of this vhich way and how strong the wind turll the custom roulld the other
Kooms
Way: basket with its cargo of baked beans, ly will suffer no serious results.
H. H. Hamilton and Messrs. Holt and county, while enroute to Roswell. Mr.
1S A
Santa Fe, Neiv Mexico.
and instead of looking for presents, brown bread with delicious baked
one
be
to
Hoard
n.
all
the eyes of the East Orange
Sutherland, conceded by
Scott was driving in his automobile
cow cream by way of
to
and
'
real
wjn
apples
"T
DOGS.
HOT
SELL
TO
of the strongest law firms in the south- at. the time the lobo was intercepted. of Education, and one hundred
or; Here are a few reasons
G. W. PRICHARD,
for doi"R dessert.
Pittsburg, Pa., Nov. 2l. Announce-west. Las Cruces Citizen.
Mr. Wolf had just devoured the choice more silk banners were accumulated
And last, but not least, came a ;&r incut is made, that beginning next
Attorney and Counsellor at La.
cuts of some rancher's young white by the various janitors who had gonel111'.
Practice in all the District CjurU
re- - of pears with best wishes
"of Otis, week, the "hot. dog" man will become'
to
ii
it
is
to
tnan
uetier
give
to
substi
classroom
classroom
from
OIL TALK.
faced calf, and was standing on a litceive-- " tne"
should get more pleas-th- and D. B. and Pauline and Dorothy one of the attaches at the 1'nion De-- ' and gives special attention to case
The large reservoir at the Ham- - tle eminence overlooking the remains tuting ribbons of various hues for- ure OIlt 01 wnrU we
families.
He will go through all before the State Supreme Court.
give than out of Lee," of the Rose-Graarpot here.
in
the
uad
fluttered
that
a
flags
a
tor
lookout
Keeping
sharp
lliond well has been completed and!
We heartily thank all of these kind trains except sleepers at all hours of Office: Laughlin Bidg., Santa Fe, N, M.
of! wl'at we get.
of
tificial
breezes
The
board
yore.
mur-thi- s
Mr.
Scott
the
traders.
sighted
oil turned into it. The oil flow of
men, also, tlie present custom oft-- 1 lriencis, whose contributions made llie day anu nignt, ami win suppi
sent a education adopted a resolution at its
and sighting his
well has been variously estimated dpl'er,
HARRY D. MCULTON,
look like a country to famishing travelers the succulent
forces people to give you birthday our print-shodeath-ladethat, the rib-'elast
meeting
ordering
at
while
beast
the
pill
..v.w
11U1U
tu IU Lull uaitcis
"J".'
Attorney-at-Law- .
be substituted, but it made no presents when they would a great deal preacher s house next morning after 'hot dog" for which there is no culin
bons
Uiis
in
car
was
motion.
The
bullet
who are in charge are not inclined to
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
the donation party,
ary substitute.
in the wolf's lower jaw, provision for disposing of the silk rather not.
took
offect
Heretofore there lias been a rule
give out facts regarding the well.
In this case, you see. they wish you
It needed only a benediction and
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
After rolling banners. The janitor will retain pos- breaking the member.
boarding the Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
The Pecos Valley Oil & Gas com- over several times, the wolf regained session of them until they give fur-- to die so they wouldn't have to buy nineteen pairs of red carpet slippers against food venders
trains in Pittsburg, and often have
you any more birthday presents, hut to make the rese nblance complete,
pany now has men at work on the der- his feet and started to hike across Tlpr direction.
Only one suffragette pest, of the if you give presents on your birthday,
. Chas. R. Eaaley,
But wouldn't it jar you, fall down travelers who had no time to go to Chas. F. Easley,
rick and placing the machinery pre- the landscape, with the auto in hot
the station restaurant gone hungry
EASLEY & EASLEY,
paratory to drilling on the Martin pursuit. After a race of some :iu() English variety, has thus far made
land.
Attorneys-at-- '
aw.
yards, Mr. Scott finally got within ber appearance among New York's!
of suffragists,
Practice in the Courts and Lefors
The Bigelow well rig which is drill range of the animal and taking hurried large number
1s
no
h!le
means
as
as
bad
the
sent a bullet just behind the!
by
Land Department.
ing for the Seven Rivers Oil & Gas!alrn
nuisances who have made Lonshoulder of the wolf which ended his
Land grants and titles examined.
company at Oil City, struck the secand removed an- - don weary of their misdemeanors
Santa
ond showing of oil in their well a earthly existence
Fe, N. M., branch Office, Estan-cia- .
other possible avenue of death from she 1as not set fire to any buildings,
N. M.
day or so ago. The hole is now some- the festive
broken
nor
assaulted
windows,
any
roam
young bovines which
thing like 400 feet deep. The contract the great free, open range at will.
men.
been
But
she
has
jany public
HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVh.w
calls for I'.flOO feet or paying oil.
Mr. Scott and companion endeavor-- ; sufficiently disorderly to have herself
,
TISE?
It is said that C. R. Troxel is in ed to carry the dead
in
uai' for special sessions,
wolf to the near-illeITell your story to
Santa Ke on business connected with by auto but the 200 odd
a
after
Wilson
1
Postum
disturbing
was
meeting,
dmtan?
pounds
,000,000 Readers
the organization of his company, of too much for the two.
a
W
considers
The animal whicM. perhaps, she
Twelve Dollars.
California people, in the interest of was divested of his coat, which is a Proud pinnacle of ..advanced woman- We will place your
whom he has been at work here for beautiful specimen, and will he sent hoodadvertii
' n's wonian. it would seem, really
ment in 2j leading newspapers' Sur.--:
the past several months.
Mr. Scott to a taxidermist
at
' by
Her name is
Thomas Jones, representing the Carlsbad who is said to nossess ex- - ught to know better.
day issue, for $12 per insertion. DeDoloach Mining company, recently in- - traordinary skill in mounting the Maud Malone. and she is of a respec- scriptive circular FREE,
ted family. Her uncle. Father Sylves- 1
B MM
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
km (iMt, nit. c, .
corporated at Carlsbad with $1,000,- - skins of animals. -- Roswell NewB.
tcr Malone, made a name for himself
AGENCY,
as a patriot by hoisting the stars and
Taos, New Mexico.
stirpes over his church at the otit-- j
bieak of the civil war.
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
In the last few months Miss Ma-- j
Dentist.
lone has been ejected from a dozen
Over Spitz Jewelry Store
meetings, dragged out, of four, and
Rooms l, 2 and 3.
arrested twice. She has interrupted
Phone Red 6.
of Theodore Roosevelt, Ma- speeches
New lork, Nov. 20. Ouy Sisson, a, ducting the same swindling game for,
Office Hours 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
Uaynor Rev Dr Parku,rst Mr
business man of Winnemucca, Nev., half a century and that his business, V.B011
And
by Appointment.
(,;
n Hearst an(J
um ijui ocm uji Luc iiuei
tsu extensive uuu lie empiuya azure's
jjuuaiuc,
ii,
,nn
'
a
""'"-- !
luc
iU1 :,K,S a,lu
Many coffee drinkers are changing
When Magistrate Otto Kempner of
,
vT .
M. DIAZ,
DR.
mau..u.
""J
.
held
.
her
for
he
Brooklyn,
said
court,
to this new food beverage. It tastes
tor me purpose. He was """','"6
pre-- i
The proposai to supply soap and'a few well chosen words to her which
Aeyaaa
DON GASPAR
''''
RESIDENCE,
vailed upon o remain in America by towelB t0 tne children of the Xew York
much like the higher grades of Java,
gone suffragists will undoubtedly in- AVE
,.,. u,, m.u
received en-- dorse, and insane ones will do well
gchools, which
but is absolutely free from the coffee
was being made the victim of swmd- - pbilc
dorsement from many local societies to ponder, as follows:
Phone, 220 Red
Iers-a few weeks ago. has been cast aside!
eine"
of
"caff
so
much
the
cause
you interrupted a sneaker,
who
OFFICE
drug
202 WATER ST.
Mr. Sisson drew $4,000 from his by the board of education, which de-- j courteously declined to enter into de- nerve irritability, heart
headache,
nank in wmemucca a weeK ago in cided that, while such cleanliness was j bate with you. You
r
Phone, 9 J.
to take it to Spain to assist the desirable, it was too expensive a lux-- ' sisted in your purpose stubbornly
trouble and indigestion.
of forcing the
HOURS. 1 to 3 P. A1.
OFFICE
famous old Spanish prisoner to obtain ury for adoption at the present time, speaker to reply to you, even
at the
Fill out and mail coupon below, en-- a
release from prison. In return for The cost of furnishing the towels and risk of creating a panic. That is
hiB assistance he had been promised soap was estimated by a special com-- where
your offense began for which
closing 2c stamp for postage, and a
L.
half of the Spanish fortune of $4j0,-- ! mission not less thaii $350,000 a year !you merit punishment.
MURRAY, M. D .
tin will be sent direct to you.
000. The New York detective learned Paper towels would cost $.100,000
a
"This
not
the
is
first
time
have
you
PHYSICIAN
and SURGEON,
.
.
.
.
of Mr. Sisson's errand from the Ne- - year, it ...i,cio f""in",j emui v.ii
uumufu 111 me same manner, as you
."i.r
back
vada man's friends
home and laundry- expense for clotti towels; yourself admit. You seem to delibht
Cation Block, Palace Ave., next
told him on his arrival here that the would
$200,000 annually,
door to Wells Fargo Ux.
Jin the opportunity to disturb large
same Spanish prisoner had been con- The great total of clinics held and gatherings by abusing the privilege
PHONE 233.
of free speech. I intend to make it
Residence Halace Hotel.
Coupon
g
clear to you that your course on all
Phone Main 68.
those occasions has been that of a
willful and malicious disturber
It is made "quick as a wink" by
and
Postum Cereal Co., Ltd.,
lawbreaker.
Battle Creek, Mich.
stirring a level teaspoonful (more or J
"You have not only violated the
Enclosed find 2c stamp for trial tin of Instant
rules of common courtesy, but you
less for taste desired ) in a cup of hot
Is (Joins' to Practice With
j
j
nave also broken the law of the land,
DR. R. H. MILLER.
to
and
and
water
adding sugar
taste,
You have succeeded only in disgracing
.
, Obstetric.
Specialty
Nothing: equals S. S. S. &3 a cure for Old Sores because nothing equals yourself and in injuring your cause,
enough cream to bring the color to
I IS Grunt Ave.. Santa Fe.
Office,
it as a blood purifier. The source and supply of every chronic sore is im- If in this latest gathering
which you
golden brown.
pure blood; the circulation is infected with germs and morbid accumula- disturbed there were
refined and
It will not pay you to waste your
tions which are being constantly deposited into the open place. This cultured advocates of any
woman suffrage,
causes ulceration and inflammation of the flesh tissues and produces a contime writing out your legal forms
of your own sex, they must have felt
Grocers Name
dition upon which salves, washes, lotions, etc., can have no curativeeffects.
wlien you can get them already printashamed of your conduct.
The blood must be purified of all infectious matter before the circulation heartily
ed at i lie New Mexican Printing con
must
have felt the harm being
They
can nourish the flesh tissues and stimulate them to the healthy condition done by the scatter-brainepany.
50-cu- p
100-cunecessary to heal the sore. S. S. S. heals old sores by going down to the
and
p
tins, 50c
tins, 30c.
viragoes who
fountain-hea- d
of the trouble and driving out the germs and morbid matters defy law and decency
It will not pay you to waste your
by their method
which are keeping the ulcer open. Then as new, rich blood is carried to
time writing
agitation.
cut your legal form
;of
the place, the healing begins, all discharge ceases, the inflammation leaves,
"Let it be known to women of your
when you can get them already printnew tissue and healthy flesh are formed, and soon the ulcer is well. You j temperament that in this
ed at the New Mexican
city lawless
Printing
are not wasting time when you use S. S. S., but you are giving yourself methods will not be
tolerated, and
Company.
the benefit of the very best treatment for old sores. Book on Sores and Ul- that fanatics of either sex
will be dealt
cers and any medical advice free. S. S. S. is sold at drug stores.
POSTLM CEREAL CO.. LTD., BATTLE CREEK, MICH.
with severely."
,
New Mexican
want ads. always
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO, ATLANTA, GA.
After Justice Giergerich had granted
bring returns.
A

REFORMER'S LUCK.
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Trial Tin of
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Instant Postum

Requires No Boiling

NOTHING EQUALS S.S.S.
FOR OLD SORES

Fill Out

iius

MRS. DR. BROWN

j

j

i

Grocers Sell this

Delicious Drink

loose-tongue-

d

There's a Reason" for Postum

j
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Mr. Owen left this Conway returned last evening from
K. C. de Baca 11H9; .1. 11. Latham pected to live.
1195.
Kennedy where he inspected the
afternoon.
S.
1).
Stennis
113;
school, and held a parents' meeting.
ANNUAL REPORT.
Levi A. Hughes 988; 10. Gallegos
The clerical force in the state sec- 1002; M. Fowler !)!I2.
The department of education has Air. Conway reports that the school
Stud-leK.
C.
a
W.
force at work compiling the annua which Is in charge of Mrs. Eleonor
office
finished
1394;
almost
have
deoiRe
Amiijo
retary's
the compiling of the official election
IliTti; 1). F. Thomas 1374.
report. Hundreds of payers havo to (!. Almeida is doing nicely. The new
returns which w ill he canvassed Mon- - Walter Cook (socialist) 170; P. lie gone through carefully juct to as- school house was opened yesterday
certain one feature: Hie average bp'-ar- y and is modern in every respect. A
day, November 25. One or two coun-- j Welsh 169; W. T. Holmes 169".
'L
number attended the meeting,
j large
of a teacher in New Mexico.
For congressmen: Fergusson 1644;
ties are complete already and with
the addition of a lew more precincts Jaffa 857; Baca 1113; Kggum (socia'-ist- ) is a tedious task but the educators and the attendance at the school will
be double ol' other years.
130.
are tussling witli it.
all of the returns will be ready.

is also worthy of special mention, especially the mountain setting in the
first act, and the famous race scene,
which was quite stirringly
carried
out. As a whole, it was a fair enough
show and well worth seeing. It may
be that a touch of melodrama, now
and then, is relished by the most of

OFFICIAL NEWS.

CALLED

The totals of Bernalillo county
tdiowed that Roosevelt curried it by

HARD AT WORK.

TO KANSAS.

is hard 'it
Governor McDonald
Corporation Commissioner
his
O. L. Owen was called to Dightcn. work bpendrtij; most, of the day at
a w
the
visited
office.
The
governor
a
Kansas, today by
telegram statins
that his father is ill and is not ox Scottish Rite cathedral last, night and
spoke to many of his frfenils, ev ry
one of whom remarked how well the
chief executive looked.

State

19.r

majority.
The figures are:
For presidential electors:

i

THE HOME
Of Quality Groceries

j

Tru-Ijill-

THANKSGIVING

27

j

The Most Important

THE

OF

DAY

YEAR

From a
N

CULINARY POINT OF VIEW

.

We

Thanksgiving Turkeys
ORDKR

AHEAD AND GET

MrZr

business
The
about advertising, subscriptions or
job work, please call up "31 V." If
you wish to speak to the editor or give
any news, please phone "31 J."
19

Phone 4.

-

N

IN TELEPHONING
Maw Mexican, It your

A GOOD ONE

F. ANDREWS

Phone 4.

THE WEATHER.
Santa Fe, X. M., Nov. 20 For
Tonight fair and
f'cw Mexico
warmer;
generally
Thursday
cloudy, colder in north portion.

j

ADDITIONAL
MILKING

100

men."

Perry R. Cassidy is here. He is
from Kentucky. The Lexington, Ky.,
Scratch Pads of all descriptions and Leader
says of hiin: "Mr. Perry R.
all qualities, 10 pounds for o0 cents.
son of Prof. M. A. Cassidy,
'
Cassidy,
New .Mexican office.
of the Lexington city
Irsure With Hayward and Rest Con-- ; superintendent
with first
schools, who graduated
tent.
from the mechanical engineerhonor
Many Wish to Wed Dun Cupid
of Kentucky State
made a run on the marriage license ing department
class of 1911, and who laUniversity,
week.
this
house
in
bank
the court
with S urgent
a
ter
County Clerk Marcelino Ortiz sees & acceptedthe positionknown architecLandis,
widely
November rivaling .lime as a month
ol brides. The licenses were issued tural firm of Chicago, has tendered
to the following: Iswicio Iiaca and his resignation to the latter and goue
Francisquita Conzales, of Santa Fe; to Santa Fe, New Mexico, with the
view of locating there. Mr. Cassidy,
Kleuterio Pacheco and Tlenina
of Chimayo; Nina Martinez and who is one of the most promising and
Pragedes Martinez, of Santa Cruz; popular young men who ever left the
Thomas A. Gilson, of Santa Fe and University here, was, during his. Unij.luaniia Roibal, of Hio Tesuque.
versity career editor of the Idea,' the
'
Kent, Loonen's and Dupont tooth college weekly, to whose success he
brushes are the very best money can contributed in no small measure, and
Zcok has also business manager of the Unbuy, bristles guaranteed.
them.
Mr. Cassidy was
iversity Annual.
""Praises San Pedro Mine A report armed with recommendations from
sent to the Boston News Bureau pub-- j some of the leading citizens of his naMention from
Consulting Engine-- r tive state, including one from GovWeirum concerning the San Pedro ernor James 1). McCreary, and coninline a mine in Sunta Fe county
templates engaging in engineering
states thr.t all improvements are work in this new state."
well under way and are practically
X
IS X
X
S X
completed. The mine and the blast
furnaces are operating successfully, V
TO CANVAS THE VOTE.
V
lie adds. Mr. Weirum estimates the ;V
Denver, Nov. 20. The state
output us 240,000 pounds of copper
monthly at a cost of 10 cents, mahin;; X canvassing board on November- X
X
will begin the canvass of Colo- X
a profit of ?lo,000.
vote at the November 5 X
X
rado's
Memorandum Pads on good paper
The vote for presiden- - X
X
election.
at less than the cost of the paper at X
tial electors must be compiled X
10 pounds
the New Mexican office.
S by December 4, as on that date X
for DO cents.
,

20,

1912.

JUST PURCHASED

1

and am in a position
M

ia

Santa

in
Milk in

5

and 10

at the following prices:
Gallon Quantities at
J5 pC GflllOfl
Fe

cream

I
I

I

I
COWS I
to furnish
I

Sweet Cream

Milk

.

PEN BOARD.
The board of state penitentiary
commissioners is scheduled to meet
today to take up routine business.

OCTOBER

WEDNESDAY,

$1.35 per Gallon

I

I
I
1

These prices are f. o. b., Santa Fe depot. Ship-men- ts
will arrive the same day they are
shipped. Give us a trial.

I

m

SUNSHINE CREAMERY,

1

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

I

1

'

NEW LOT

A

JUST RECEIVED

If it's Real Estate Hayward has it.
FOUND Watch fob, with Hotlines,
Owner can
on Indian school road.
have same by identifying it and pay;
Cor this ad.
DeLaval Separators, the cream sav-- :
crs, at (iOEBELS.
When Keys are Lost look for them
at the "Lost" window in the posto:-- :
lice a window which lias done much
to return nostoflice box and other
heyS to their owners.
Any dentist or physician can tell
you the importance of a tooth brush,
Train your children to its regular use.
Zook has all kind and sizes.
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for rent.
The finest rooms in the city, having
electric light, steam heat and bath-- .

.

OI-'l-

Beautiful Blooming Plants and Ferns.

GARDEN
THE CLARENDON
Church.
San
Kust
Old

One tllook

3

Flower Stand with the Modern Grocery Company.
SR. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
Phone 12.

A

'

VJ

'

X
electors are to meet and cast X
clean teeth, V the vote for
their
president and vice X i
possibly only with care with twice-a-- ; X president.
figures
Complete
day brushing by you. Get a tooth Xfrom twenty counties are still X
brush today. Zook's Pharmacy.
X missing, but it is believed will be X
That Relief Map T. A. Hayden, X in the hands of the secretary of
the well known engineer, is the man X state within the next three days. X
who made that relief map at the ex-- ;
hibition plan a map which has re-- i
ceived the enthusiastic
praise of
Worcester, Mass. .Nov. 20. John
those who studied it. It gives one a Wood, a grocer's clerk, killed his wife,
view of Santa Fe that nature
his four months' old baby and himself
brick
or
adobe
the
with chloroform during the night. A
before
loThe European Hotel, centrally
old daughter
The
here.
note found by the
its
found
lior.se
way
cated. State Progressive Headquart--(
sharpness of the outline is more ' strik-- when she awoke today told of the
ers in the hotel.
to the green coloring. The crime.
Supt. of County Schools John V. ing due
map will tell in five minutes what so.
many tourists have asked about San- the course of the X ROOSEVELT AGAIN LEADS.
ta Fe's
FROM THIS DATE ON Santa Fesituation,
river, the location of the X San Francisco, Nov.
reservoirs and the direction to thei illation of the state vote for
and Wilson, including
famous canyon. But best of all it) X Roose-vel- t
X
My Line of Made Hats
tells in relief how Santa Fe is to find X the corrections announced thus x
X far by Secretary of State Jordan,
sew-a
in
Be
j
a Big much needed relief
Will
Sold
gravity
official canvass by coun-- X
er system. Mr. Hayden Is to be con- - X on theshows
a Roosevelt lead of X
Discount
ties,
gratulated for this gift to Santa Fe.
X 104.
A change of 16 in the San x
the!
at
The Colored Performers
X Francisco returns has been an-- X
Ostrich Plumes In delicate shades show
"In Old Kentucky" to be pre-- '
nounced which will reduce the x
at cost. Black Plumes at a
sented at the Elks' tonight made a X Roosevelt lead to SS when off!-- x
distinct hit in the Duke City last; cially recorded. Corrections at X
large discount.
night. Says an yUbuquerque paper:! X Sacramento of the official canvas x
"Certainly, they were very good, and X from counties not yet reported X
the buck and soft shoe dancing, thej X there may increase of overturn
x;
singing and the 'musical selections! X this plurality.
x
helped some. The scenic equipment
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IS!!! WATCHES
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AND

Time Pieces That Are
Reliable!

wishes were realities, most housewives
would own a

They would then know why we so warmly recommend the MONARCH.
They would know by actual experience that the MONARCH saves
time money labor and that the splendid satisfactory service
which it gives at first is faithfully continued for many, many years.

Look

When
Buying a
Range

for this
lb 'Stay

S&tuiutoiyii&noe

Trade-Mar- k

SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO,

MISS A. MUGLER

HAVE VOIR WATCH CLEANED
OCCASIONALLY.
.
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NOW Is The TIME
TO BUY

I

Monarch Malleable Range

i

CLOCKS
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the Place
to Buy It !
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And Here is

WHO ARE KEEN JUDGES OF BEDDING VALUES will note
in these offerings exceptional chances to save money on needed

omfortable
RUN

YOUR

Blankets, Bed Spreads, Sheets, P illow Cases and Pillows
EYE

OYER THESE ITEMS, THEN

MAKE UP YOUR

$1.25, $1.50, $2.50 to $5.50

MIND TO INVESTIGATE

THESE OFFRINGS

RIGHT

AWAY

SHEETS
$ .75, $ .90 to $1.25
FiLLOW CASES

$1.25, $1.50, $2.00, $2.50 to $5.00

$ .15, $ .25 and $ .35
PILLOWS

$ .85, $1.50, $2.50 to $6.00

AC
All
ALL Ul

AI1D

UUlV

DEnniMf

DCllInU

SALMON'S

-

$ .75, $1.00, $1.50 and $1.75

we look to the in- GOODS SOLD here must be precisely right,
L,KE ALL
side as Well as the Outside and offer Only Such Goods as can be Depended Upon to Retain Your Good Will

other

I
g

I U
ft
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The Home of Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothing

SALMON'S

,

